TW RSS module does not like port numbers in feed address

Status

Pending

Subject

TW RSS module does not like port numbers in feed address

Version

1.9.x

Category

- Error

Description

Configuring an RSS 2.0 feed from an address such as http://techiem2.no-ip.com:444/feeds/index.rss2 does not seem to work (even though the feed was otherwise valid) and results in error

Undefined offset: 0 in tiki-admin_rssmodules.php on line 37

this was tested in TW version 1.9.0, 1.9.1, and 1.9.2

Created

Tuesday 08 November, 2005 22:54:00 GMT-0000 by Unknown
I tried to reproduce on Tiki23 however I couldn't find a RSS feed with a port. The feed you gave as sample doesn't exist anymore. Can you provide better details so it is possible to reproduce?